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ABSTRACT

When a program uses Software Transactional Memory (STM) to synchronize accesses to shared memory, the performance often depends on which STM implementation is used. Implementations vary greatly in their underlying mechanisms, in the features they provide, and in the assumptions they make about the common case. Consequently, the best choice of algorithm is workload-dependent. Worse yet, for workloads composed of multiple phases of execution, the “best” choice of implementation may change during execution.

We present a low-overhead system for adapting between STM implementations. Like previous work, our system enables adaptivity between different parameterizations of a given algorithm, and it allows adapting between the use of transactions and coarse-grained locks. In addition, we support dynamic switching between fundamentally different STM implementations. We also explicitly support irrevocability, retry-based condition synchronization, and privatization. Through a series of experiments, we show that our system introduces negligible overhead. We also present a candidate use of dynamic adaptivity, as a replacement for contention management. When using adaptivity in this manner, STM implementations can be simplified to a great degree without lowering throughput or introducing a risk of pathological slowdown, even for challenging workloads.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software Transactional Memory (STM) promises to simplify parallel programming by replacing critical sections with “atomic” sections. The widely-repeated belief is that with STM, programmers need not worry about how atomic sections are implemented; rather, they can rely on a run-time system to maximize concurrency by executing atomic sections in parallel.

In the last decade, dozens of STM algorithms have been published, each of which appears well suited to some workloads [1,5,7,8,11,13,18,20,27,28,36,38,41,42,44]. The emergence of new algorithms has not ebbed in recent years, and the imminent arrival of commercial hardware support for transactional memory [6,9,31] is likely to increase the number of available STM implementations. Furthermore, there is no consensus about how to support I/O and condition synchronization within transactions, or even about how transactions relate to a given language’s memory model. Different STM implementations address these properties with varying degrees of efficiency, if at all. As a result, the most widely held conclusion from STM research so far may be that the best choice of algorithm depends critically on the workload. A mechanism to select the best STM algorithm during execution is clearly needed.

Some research into adaptivity explored selection between between using STM or using a single lock. Other work considered choosing between parameterizations of a single STM implementation. We outline some of the key results below:

Acquisition Time: Marathe et al. were the first to study adaptivity, and showed in their nonblocking Adaptive STM [21] that the time at which to-be-written locations are acquired (locked) has a drastic impact on scalability. While eager acquisition (encounter-time locking) has lower single-thread overhead, Marathe showed that lazy acquisition (commit-time locking) provided better throughput for some multithreaded workloads. In later work, Marathe et al. presented a pathological case in which eager acquisition livelocks, while lazy acquisition scales slightly [22].

Granularity of Conflict Detection: Felber et al. similarly showed that for a given implementation of transactions, adaptivity within the library can have a profound impact on scalability [11]. In their work, varying the granularity of conflict detection along two dimensions for a fixed choice of STM algorithm could vary performance dramatically, with a bad parameterization leading to performance $3\times$ worse than the best parameterization. This mechanism could also effectively transition the runtime to a single-lock mode, albeit one with higher overhead than is strictly necessary.
Pathology Avoidance: To avoid pathologically bad behavior, some systems [26, 34] provide a pessimistic mode of operation, where some transactions (or even accesses to some variables) are performed in a manner that is visible to all concurrent transactions. With this support, some transactions are guaranteed to win conflicts and make progress.

Locks or Transactions: Usui et al. showed [43] that the overhead of STM may favor the use of a single lock over transactions even for scalable workloads. The best choice depends on the number of threads, the amount of instrumentation, and the amount of parallelism available in the workload. For example, if STM scales well up to 8 threads, but transactions run at 25% of the speed of lock-based code, then locks should be preferred for ≤4 threads, and transactions preferred for ≥5 threads.

The common characteristics of these research efforts include (a) similarities in the underlying STM algorithm (all use “ownership records” or “orecs” to mediate concurrent access); (b) adaptivity between a fixed set of alternatives, using fixed policies; and (c) limited attention to language-level semantics [23, 25], irrevocability [3, 39, 45], and self-abort [15]. In this paper, we present a lightweight mechanism for supporting adaptivity that addresses these areas: we enable adaptivity among fundamentally different STM implementations; we support the creation of arbitrarily complex adaptivity policies; and we support irrevocability, self-abort, and strong semantics.

Our mechanism allows adaptivity in two dimensions. At a coarse granularity, we allow a system-wide policy to select an STM implementation; such switching requires expensive inter-thread synchronization. Within each STM implementation, we also allow fine-grained adaptivity, to optimize the chosen STM implementation for an active transaction. At this level, adaptivity is an inexpensive, thread-local operation that can be performed frequently.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe our implementation framework, discussing both how it enables safe transitioning between modes and how it avoids additional overhead. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the STM algorithms we currently support, and describe how adaptivity enables simplifications and optimizations to STM implementations. In Section 5 we present a set of transition policies that can be used in place of contention management [14, 32] without introducing overhead. We experimentally evaluate our system in Section 6, and conclude with a discussion of future directions in Section 7.

2. COARSE-GRAINED ADAPTIVITY

Our adaptivity mechanism allows the library to choose among any set of STM algorithms dynamically. While we do consider such issues as the use of self-abort, irrevocability [3, 39, 45], and retry-based condition synchronization [15], our discussion in this section uses the basic four-function STM API from Figure 1, and assumes subsumption nesting.

In most implementations, these functions are statically linked to the executable, or else inlined directly into program code [10, 44]. Adaptivity then requires each API function to begin with a branch that selects instrumentation corresponding to the current STM algorithm [19, 29, 30]. To avoid this per-access overhead, Ni et al. proposed that the API be reached through indirect calls [26]. In their system, each transaction has local pointers to the API functions, and adaptivity is achieved by changing the values of these pointers. This optimization enabled fine-grained switching between parameterizations of a single STM algorithm.

Our approach resembles that used by Ni et al.: we also reach TMCommit, TMRead, and TMWrite through per-thread pointers. However, we use a single global pointer to specify TMBegin. This enables inexpensive coordination when switching among different STM algorithms.

2.1 Low-Overhead Coordination

We prohibit coarse-grained switching when there are in-flight transactions. To initiate a switch, a thread first blocks new transactions from starting, then waits until all in-flight transactions commit or abort, then changes the mode, and finally allows transactions to resume. The pseudocode in Figure 2 describes the general behavior we require.

To reduce overhead, we employ several simplifications. Since TMBegin starts with a set jmp, we use the transaction’s pointer to the checkpoint buffer in place of the flag variable. On the x86, we also eliminate the memory fence by using a locked instruction to set this pointer (on SPARC, using a memory fence is less expensive). Lastly, we eliminate the test and branch (and the need for a switching flag) through the use of the global TMBegin function pointer.

To initiate a switch, thread T atomically sets the TMBegin pointer to a dummy function (Block) that (a) unsets the caller’s flag, (b) spins while TMBegin equals Block; and then (c) calls long jmp. Using Block removes TMBegin lines 4–8 from the critical path of all transactions.

To complete a mode switch, thread T waits for all transactions to abort or commit (aborted transactions will call Block when they restart). T then updates each thread’s TMRead, TMWrite, and TMCommit pointers to indicate the new algorithm, and finally updates the global TMBegin pointer. If the selection of a new algorithm is computationally intensive, it can be determined before waiting for threads to unset their flags. To reduce waiting times, threads’ local read, write, and commit pointers can optionally be set to a special function that immediately aborts.

Apart from the cost of an indirect function call, STM implementations incur no penalty with this rendezvous mechanism. The ordering (and hence the memory fence or locked instruction) is required in the begin function of any STM system that supports irrevocability [26, 39], for roughly the same purpose. As we discuss in Section 4, we implement irrevocability via a mode switch; given the ordering in TMBegin,

Figure 1: A simple four-function STM API.

\[ \begin{align*}
& \text{TMBegin} & \text{create a checkpoint; read global metadata} \\
& \text{TMCommit} & \text{attempts to commit a transaction; on failure,} \\
& \text{TMRead} & \text{instrumented read of shared memory; may} \\
& \text{TMWrite} & \text{instrumented write to shared memory; may} \\
& & \text{cause the transaction to restart.}
\end{align*} \]
implementations differ in the following dimensions:

3. STM SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTED

TML instrumentation reached via function pointers. The standard STM-instrumented version can be used, with efits are much lower if its instrumentation is not inlined. If a instrumentation is extremely lightweight and (b) TML's ben-

stores is inlined. We provide this code because (a) TML in-

TML algorithm [42], and all instrumentation of loads and

transactions, or may allow any nonconflicting transactions to

progress in parallel. The runtime may forbid any concurrency,

writes are performed in-place with no read or write instru-
mation, and the semantics are at least as strong as ELA.

TML: The Transactional Mutex Lock algorithm [42] is
essentially a highly optimized, eager, in-place update STM
with a single orec. Only read-read concurrency is permitted,
self-abort is not supported, writes are performed in-place
with lightweight, inlined instrumentation, and the semantics
are at least as strong as ELA.

TMLLazy: This algorithm extends TML by buffering all
writes until commit time. This modification enables TML
to support self-abort, but requires more expensive instru-
mation, to include a hashtable-based write set. After
CGL and TML, TMLLazy usually offers the lowest single-
thread overhead. As with TML, TMLLazy does not allow
read-write or write-write concurrency.

NOrec: NOrec provides strong semantics, supports
self-abort, and allows write-write concurrency.

Ring: We provide an optimized variant of RingSTM [41]
based on the FastPath speculative parallelization system [37],
Ring uses an array of Bloom filters [2] for concurrency
control, and supports self-abort, ELA semantics, and write-
write concurrency. We use the serialized writeback variant
of RingSTM, which tends to offer the lowest latency [40].

NOrecPrio: The original RingSTM proposal included
a simple priority scheme, in which consecutive aborts in-
crease a transaction’s priority (in a manner akin to Scherer
and Scott’s “Karma” [32]), and the existence of high-prior-
ty transactions causes all lower-priority writers to block at their
commit point. We provide an extension to NOrec that in-
cludes this support. This mechanism has a significant im-
pact on throughput when conflicts are common. NOrecPrio
should only be chosen when (a) strong semantics are re-
quired and (b) transactions appear to be starving.

Orec-Eager: This system uses the write-through variant
of TinySTM [11]. An array of 1M orecs are used for concur-
rency control, and updates are made directly to memory. As
in TinySTM, we hard-coded the abort-on-conflict contention
management policy. Our orecs differ from previously pub-
blished works in that they use the most significant bit as the
lock bit, rather than the least significant bit. This change
admits simpler read and validation instrumentation. Orec-
Eager supports self-abort, but not ELA semantics.

2In our study, we only consider “ELA” semantics, in which
privatization is always supported but publication cannot be
performed through a potentially racy operation [23]. ELA
prohibits compiler reordering of memory accesses, whereas
stronger semantics do not. However, ELA is the strongest
semantics that still allows a transaction to become irre-
vocable without first aborting and restarting. Supporting
stronger semantics also introduces overhead for workloads
that may use either self-abort or irrevocability from within
the same instance of a transaction.
Table 1: Summary of STM systems provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>Self-</th>
<th>Type of Metadata</th>
<th>Writes</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutex</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>lock</td>
<td>in-place ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>read-only</td>
<td>counter</td>
<td>in-place ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMMLazy</td>
<td>read-only</td>
<td>value-based</td>
<td>buffered ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOrec</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>value-based</td>
<td>buffered ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>Bloom Filters</td>
<td>buffered ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOREcPrio</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>value-based</td>
<td>buffered ELA+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orec-Lazy</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>orec</td>
<td>buffered none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orec-ELA</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>orec</td>
<td>buffered ELA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>orec</td>
<td>buffered none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orec-Lazy: This orec-based STM with commit-time locking differs from previous systems [7, 20, 36] in that global time uses the mechanism of Wang et al. [44]. This mechanism requires committing writer transactions to validate before incrementing the global timestamp, which eliminates a common optimization for skipping commit-time validation [7, 28, 38], but avoids the need to check an orec before accessing a location (the check after accessing the location is still needed). This use of global time provides the best scalability.3 Orec-Lazy does not provide ELA semantics.

Orec-ELA: This extension adds ELA semantics to Orec-Lazy through the use of a “cleanup counter” [23, 35].

Fair: The Fair algorithm extends Orec-Lazy with starvation avoidance [36]. After repeated aborts, transactions switch to a mode in which all read operations are made visible, thereby enabling better conflict detection and resolution. Like Orec-Lazy, Fair does not provide ELA semantics.

4. FINE-GRAINED ADAPTIVITY

Our indirection-based interface to the STM runtime system enables us to simplify each implementation and reduce overhead. We discuss two interesting mechanisms below.

4.1 Read-Only Optimizations

Many transactional workloads include read-only transactions. Furthermore, it almost always holds that a transaction performs at least one instrumented read before performing any writes, and in many workloads the first write does not appear until near the end of the transaction. These properties admit optimizations for the part of a transaction body that precedes its first write.

Read-Only Commit Overhead: The commit routine of most STM implementations begins with a branch to determine if the transaction is read-only or not, since read-only transactions can commit with much less overhead than writer transactions (typically, such transactions neither validate nor modify global metadata at commit time [5, 7, 41]). This small constant overhead can be avoided if read-only transactions always call a read-only commit function.

Per-Read Overhead: In buffered-update STM systems, read instrumentation begins with a lookup in the write set, to detect reads to locations for which the transaction has a buffered write. In each transaction, this lookup results in every read before the first write including a never-taken branch, and every read after the first write including an always taken branch. In systems with in-place update, a fast-path exists for reads to locations that are locked by the reading transaction. This fast-path results in a never-taken branch until the transaction performs its first write.

3We use “check-twice” timestamps for Orec-Eager, since abort-on-conflict favors incarnation numbers [11].

Static optimization often cannot remove the branches discussed above. In addition to meet-over-all-paths analysis constraints, complications arise due to transaction nesting. Suppose transaction $W$ performs a write before calling nested transaction $R$. $R$ begins by executing $K$ reads; and $R$ is sometimes called from a non-nested context. Optimizing $R$ for the read-only case would require the compiler to produce two versions of $R$, since the optimized version could not be called from $W$.

Our adaptive system provides a mechanism for dynamically detecting when a write has occurred in a transaction, and optimizing the remainder of the transaction’s implementation accordingly. Recall that the read, write, and commit instrumentation for transactions are reached through thread-local pointers. At begin time, a transaction’s read pointer indicates instrumentation optimized for transactions that have not yet performed a write, the commit pointer indicates the read-only commit function, and the write pointer indicates instrumentation for performing the first write.4 When called, this write function changes the thread’s read, write, and commit pointers to indicate instrumentation for a writing transaction. The rollback and non-read-only commit functions reset the read, write, and commit pointers to the read-only optimized instrumentation.

This mechanism is precise, and handles nesting without requiring code cloning. In terms of the impact on instruction count, consider a buffered-update STM and a transaction performing $r_1$ reads before the first write, and $r_2$ reads after the first write. Our mechanism will save $r_1$ tests and not-taken branches, $r_2$ tests and always-taken branches, and one test and branch at commit time. The cost is three writes of constants to thread-local fields during the first write, and three writes of constants to thread-local data after committing a writing transaction.

4.2 Irrevocability

Our current system provides irrevocability [3, 39, 45] by shutting off all concurrency. There are two novel aspects: first, since we only offer ELA semantics and weaker, we can safely become irrevocable in-flight, without an abort. Secondly, we achieve irrevocability through adaptivity.

To become irrevocable, a transaction attempts to atomically change the begin function pointer to the Block function, which prevents new transactions from starting. The transaction then waits for all active transactions to commit or abort, and then validates its read set. If the validation succeeds, the thread releases any ores it holds, commits any pending writes from its write buffer, sets its read and write function pointers to functions that perform uninstrumented reads and writes, and sets its commit function pointer to the “irrevocable commit” function.

At this point, the transaction continues to run instrumented code; thus each load and store incurs minor overhead (the transaction calls functions that simply perform a load or store). At commit time, the transaction resets its read, write, and commit pointers, and restores the global begin pointer to its previous state.

Thus an irrevocable transaction runs more slowly than if it was in Mutex mode, since loads and stores are not inlined. However, it is much faster than without our mode switch-

4This code may or may not include optimizations for the dynamic property of executing the first write (e.g., in-place orec systems can skip a write-after-write test).
ing mechanism, as it would otherwise require a branch on every read and write even after becoming irrevocable. Furthermore, when irrevocability is not used, there is no per-memory-access branch, and there is no branch at commit time. We also observe that as in the case of read-only optimizations, this technique seamlessly handles composition.

As an optimization, there is no mode switch in the case of a transaction running in Mutex mode, since the transaction is already trivially running in serial irrevocable mode. Similarly, in TML mode we achieve irrevocability by simply performing the TML write instrumentation.

5. PROGRESS VIA ADAPTIVITY

To demonstrate how adaptivity can be used, we present a set of policies that can be used in place of contention management (CM). For many workloads, CM is barely needed, but for other workloads, complex CM instrumentation is necessary. By choosing the simplest CM policy for most of our implementations (usually abort-on-conflict), we can avoid the overheads of per-access CM bookkeeping, remote abort, and globally-visible CM metadata. If CM appears necessary, the system can switch to either NOrecPrio or Fair, both of which are designed to handle contention.

For this use of adaptivity, we employ a simple state machine that takes seven parameters. These parameters can be reset at any program phase boundary [17,33], that is, at any point where the programmer suspects that sharing patterns are likely to change significantly. For example, they could be reset whenever threads reach a barrier.

• Feature Requirements – Phases must declare their STM feature requirements. Currently, we consider semantics (ELA or None) and self-abort/retry (yes or no). Since there is no cost, we always provide support for adaptivity-based irrevocability.
• Current STM Algorithm – We must, of course, always know what STM algorithm is in use, in order to determine which algorithm to try next.
• Consecutive Aborts – We increment a thread-local variable when a transaction aborts, and zero it upon commit. Large values suggest that a transaction is starving, and also indicate livelock.
• Abort Threshold – We use a per-phase constant as a threshold to trigger adaptivity. This enables threads to make completely local decisions about when to adapt. When the current STM algorithm supports priority, we multiply the abort threshold by the Karma threshold of the priority mechanism (so that the runtime has time to increase priority many times before deciding that it would be better to perform a mode switch).
• Begin Delay – When Mutex is the underlying STM implementation, we count the backoff delay experienced by a thread attempting to acquire the mutex lock. This statistic approximates the loss in parallelism from choosing Mutex.
• Delay Threshold – When the begin delay exceeds this threshold, a switch occurs.
• Disable Adaptivity – A phase may explicitly shut off adaptivity, in the event that it is known that a particular algorithm is best.

5.1 Adaptivity Strategy and Implementation

We consider two criteria when changing the STM algorithm to improve throughput. First, one can select systems with progressively stronger progress guarantees (that is, transition from eager to lazy to livelock-free to starvation-avoiding). Second, one can make the granularity of conflict detection finer at each transition (moving from the single sequence lock of TML to the thousands of bits in Ring’s filters to a million oreCs to NOrec’s word-level conflict detection). The set of candidate systems is limited by the phase’s feature needs: some STM implementations do not support ELA semantics, and others do not support self-abort. We consider four policies, corresponding to the four possible combinations of semantics and rollback.

The “X” Policy: This policy is suitable when neither ELA semantics nor explicit rollback are required. The policy transitions from Mutex to Orec-Eager to Orec-Lazy to Fair to NOrec to NOrecPrio. Single-threaded code always chooses Mutex, and multithreaded code only moves from Mutex when transactions are long enough that the slowdown incurred by STM can be offset by an increase in parallelism. Transitions from Orec-Eager and Orec-Lazy strengthen progress guarantees. Transitioning from Fair occurs when priority does not suffice to stop a pathology. In this unlikely case, the only possibilities are that a corner-case is being exploited to cause livelock, or that the granularity of conflict detection is too coarse. Livelock-free NOrec solves both of these problems, and NOrecPrio adds starvation avoidance.

The “R” Policy: This policy mimics the “X” policy, except that it replaces Mutex with TMLLazy as the initial mode, and is thus suitable for workloads requiring self-abort. With its low instrumentation overhead, TMLLazy is our fastest implementation that supports self-abort. However, once there is a significant incidence of aborts (corresponding to a workload with multiple threads and a reasonable frequency of writing transactions), the mode switches to Orec-Eager, which admits write-write parallelism.

The “E” Policy: When ELA semantics (privatization safety) are required, the Orec-Eager, Orec-Lazy, and Fair policies cannot be used. In this situation, our transitions attempt to increase the granularity of conflict detection. We begin with Mutex, and then transition to TML in the hopes of many read-only transactions, and then TMLLazy (for the same reason). Should consecutive aborts remain too high, the system transitions to Ring, then Orec-ELA, and then to NOrec. As with the “X” policy, we switch to NOrecPrio only to address pathological starvation concerns.

The “ER” Policy: The “ER” policy mirrors the “E” policy, but adds the requirement that self-abort be supported. Thus the system starts in TMLLazy mode, and otherwise follows the “E” transitions.

Our systems all treat NOrecPrio as a terminal state. While it would be trivial to add departure from it after some interval (say, after each thread performs 1000 commits), we prefer to continue using NOrecPrio until the next program phase. The cost of this choice is highest for the “X” and “R” policies, whose relaxed semantics requirements admit more scalable algorithms when there is a high ratio of writer transactions.

5.2 When Transitions Happen

Transitions occur in three ways. First, we provide an API call to transition the program at any point where there are no active threads. One such call is made automatically at the beginning of every program, during STM initialization.

Second, when a Mutex transaction commits, it may initiate a transition if it determines that it was blocked for too
long before acquiring the lock. Placing the transition after the commit maximizes throughput: the thread knows that there are other active transactions, and that (with high likelihood) one of them holds the lock and is in-flight. The mode switch immediately blocks future transactions from starting. However, many threads may be attempting to acquire the lock. They will all complete before the mode switch, since they are already inside the Mutex version of TMBegin.

Third, we use transaction aborts as a hook for making switches. In this manner, again, all computation of mode switches occurs off the critical path: there must be multiple transactional threads, and at least one of them is either active (in the case of TML and Orec-Eager, where conflicts can be detected before commit time), or has just committed and is probably about to start a new transaction.

For transitions from all systems other than TML and Mutex, we could cause immediate aborts in all concurrent active transactions by setting threads’ commit, read, and write function pointers to methods that abort the caller. Unlike the transition from Mutex, we do not need to wait for all such transactions to commit, but rather for them to commit or abort and clean up. Should they all commit, and commit in parallel, the decision to abort early causes wasted work. In the worst case, where they all abort, the manner in which we implemented our STMs ensures that none spend time in fruitless spin-waiting before doing so.

5.3 STM Metadata Considerations

When switching to a new STM system, all of its invariants must be restored. Since we reuse STM metadata (for example, the four orecc-based systems use the same table of ores) some care must be taken to ensure that a prior mode does not invalidate the new mode’s invariants. For example, if Orec-Eager and Orec-Lazy use different variables as the global clock, the orecc table must be zeroed during a mode switch. We avoid such problems by providing a per-STM function, called during a mode switch, to restore invariants.

Not all metadata requires management at mode switches. For example, our epoch-based allocator [12, 16, 22] does not need any manipulation during mode switches, because the same allocator metadata is used by a thread regardless of STM algorithm. We expect the same to be true of any quiescence tables added to support strong semantics [25].

6. EVALUATION

We measure the overhead of our adaptive mechanism by comparing the performance of our STM implementations to the performance of highly optimized versions of RSTM [30]. We also assess how adaptivity performs as a replacement for no rec-prio, NOrecPrio, and NOrecEager.

All experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra27 with 6GB RAM and a 2.93GHz Intel Xeon W3540 (Nehalem) processor with four cores (8 hardware threads). All executables were compiled with gcc version 4.4.1 with -O3 optimizations. Microbenchmarks were run for five seconds. All data points are the average of five trials.

6.1 Overhead Analysis

Since our main focus is on creating a mechanism for low-overhead adaptivity, we begin by showing that the combination of indirect function calls, read-only optimizations, and adaptivity-based irrevocability results in a system no slower than existing implementations. We use a red-black tree microbenchmark with 8-bit keys; threads repeatedly execute insert, lookup, and delete operations with equal probability.

We compare against implementations of our algorithms within the RSTM framework [30]. We back-port our optimizations into RSTM so that any differences in performance between an algorithm running in our system and an algorithm running in RSTM can be attributed to differences in mechanism. Specifically, RSTM inlines much instrumentation, but places branches on the critical path of this instrumentation to support irrevocability. Our system reaches instrumentation through indirect function calls, but instrumentation does not have branches for irrevocability, and employs the read-only optimizations described in Section 4. Table 2 summarizes the results of this experiment, with additional results appearing in an appendix. Note that RSTM was configured with irrevocability support.

Six of the ten systems consistently outperformed their inlined counterparts. To understand why, especially when RSTM inlines instrumentation, tested RSTM with (a) inlining and irrevocability, (b) inlining and no irrevocability, and (c) no inlining and no irrevocability. For Orec-Eager (Figure 3), removing irrevocability support from the inlined RSTM runtime gives a 15% single-thread improvement and 6% improvement on average. Inspecting the compiler output, we found that inlining did not enable more static optimization of the code; in particular, inlining did not enable the compiler to remove the branches that our techniques from Section 4 target. Removing these branches, and branches related to read-only optimizations, compensates for the cost of an indirect function call.

Of the remaining systems, we expect lower performance in two cases. Mutex incurs extra overhead at begin time (due to a setjmp call); this results in a significant constant overhead. In NOrecPrio, we optimized implementations for transac-
tions with zero priority, to since NOrecPrio should only be used when priority is needed. This leaves two unexpected results: NOrec and TMLLazy both perform slightly worse under our mechanism. For TMLLazy this is not a concern, since it should only be used at low thread counts. For NOrec, our mechanism causes a slowdown of up to 8%.

6.2 Pathology Avoidance

We next consider the role that adaptivity can play in preventing livelock and starvation. While we fully expect that better policies can be discovered, our hope is that the simple policies proposed in Section 5 suffice to prevent pathological behavior, while also resulting in good overall performance.

To this end, we assess a microbenchmark designed to force starvation [36]: half of the threads attempt to forward-traverse a doubly linked list and modify every element, while the other half of the threads backward-traverse the same list while modifying every element. In this workload, eager STM algorithms livelock, and lazy algorithms admit starvation. We configured the runtime to transition from Mutex after a spin delay of 2048 cycles, and to transition among STM algorithms after 32 consecutive aborts. Figure 4 depicts throughput, and Table 3 lists the peak and minimum per-thread commit rates for an 8-threaded run. The “Ratio” column shows the relative difference between the commit count of the “Worst” and “Best” threads.

Surprisingly, Mutex provides excellent fairness. Unfortunately, our X and E policies do not converge upon Mutex for multithreaded workloads. This is a case in which Usui’s mechanism would be desirable [43]. Once Mutex is abandoned, the system quickly settles upon the “most fair” system for a given semantics. Thus with no semantics specified, the expensive but extremely even-handed “Fair” runtime is chosen, whereas when ELA semantics are needed, “NOrecPrio” is selected. While these choices satisfy our first goal of preventing livelock and starvation, they incur too much latency, suggesting that more work is needed to develop high-performance STM algorithms that ensure fairness and also provide strong semantics. Alternatively, pathological workloads may be best served by a fair mutex [24].
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Our experiments confirm that the cost of adaptivity is low. In this paper we present a low-overhead mechanism to enable adaptivity in software transactional memory. Unlike previous work, our system is aware of advanced transactional features, such as self-abort, irrevocability, and language-level semantics; it also supports both coarse-grained adaptivity among fundamentally different STM algorithms, and fine-grained adaptivity within an STM implementation.

Our experiments confirm that the cost of adaptivity is low. Often the adaptive system is faster than its non-adaptive counterparts, but the X and R policies do not transition to it, resulting in slightly slower run times.

KMeans: KMeans (Figure 7) executes a clustering algorithm. There are many read-only transactions, and much nontransactional work. Mutex scales up to two threads, after which point Orec-Eager is fastest. The true conflict rate is high (about 25% at 8 threads), and thus our adaptivity policy quickly moves away from Orec-Eager to the slightly lower-performing Orec-Lazy. When ELA semantics are required, the system chooses NOrec, which performs best.

Genome: There is little of interest in the Genome workload (Figure 8), as all STM implementations scale at roughly the same rate. We note that the adaptive policies succeed in remaining tightly grouped with the best algorithms, rather than experiencing a performance degradation at 8 threads.

Intruder: Intruder shows the same behavior as SSCA2 (Figure 9). When ELA semantics are not requested, performance matches the best oreo-based system, and when ELA semantics are required, performance tracks with NOrec, the best ELA implementation.

Bayes: The Bayes benchmark (Figure 10) exhibits non-determinism, as the order in which transactions commit dictates the total number of transactions performed. There are very few transactions, despite the long running time, and very few aborts. Consequently, our heuristic does not effectively move the STM out of TML modes, and thus our performance is far from best except with the X policy, which moves directly from Mutex to Orec-Eager, bypassing TML.

Labyrinth: In the Diagonal workload (Figure 11), Orec-based and NOrec-based STMs never experience any aborts, but TML and TMLLazy transactions may starve; Ring transactions also experience aborts. As a result, our consecutive-abort-based adaptivity policy is able to steer the workload toward the STM implementations that give the best performance. Unfortunately, there are only about 1000 total transactions in the workload, despite the long running time. As a result, the performance of the adaptive systems does not match the Orec/NOrec systems, as it takes several seconds to trigger transitions.

Taken as a whole, these experiments demonstrate that adaptivity can prevent worst-case behavior, even when using only a simple heuristic such as consecutive aborts. Across all workloads, we observe single-thread performance that competes favorably, while respecting both the semantics and self-abort requirements of the application. We also see the system adapt to select a good STM implementation at each thread count. While an exploration of more powerful adaptivity policies is clearly needed, these initial results already demonstrate the effectiveness of our low-cost mechanism.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present a low-overhead mechanism to enable adaptivity in software transactional memory. Unlike previous work, our system is aware of advanced transactional features, such as self-abort, irrevocability, and language-level semantics; it also supports both coarse-grained adaptivity among fundamentally different STM algorithms, and fine-grained adaptivity within an STM implementation.

Our experiments confirm that the cost of adaptivity is low. Often the adaptive system is faster than its non-adaptive counterparts, but the X and R policies do not transition to it, resulting in slightly slower run times. Based and NOrec-based STMs never experience any aborts.
counterpart, since the cost of adaptivity is offset by simplifications to the STM implementations. We also evaluate the use of adaptivity in place of contention management, and show that adaptivity enables our simpler STM implementations to achieve good performance and resilience to pathologies.

There are many exciting directions for future work. First, we are adding more STM implementations, such as ones that use visible readers [8, 18] or ELA semantics with fine-grained starvation avoidance, since these systems may offer better performance in some cases. Secondly, we intend to integrate fine-grained irreversibility and retry support [36, 39, 45], as well as support for ALA semantics [25]. We are also adding a system that can use best-effort hardware TM, as well as systems that coordinate via adaptivity (e.g., by overwriting another transaction’s function pointers to direct it to abort).

We are also exploring new adaptivity policies. We have implementing a “profiling” mode, which can be used at the beginning of a phase to estimate the duration of transactions and their frequency of reads and writes. By measuring these statistics once per change of algorithm, we hope to incur minimal cost while providing adaptivity policies with detailed information. Coupling this with automatic phase detection [33] could produce very robust systems.

Our system is available as open-source software, to enable more widespread research into STM adaptivity.
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Appendix 1: Additional Microbenchmark Results

Figure 12: Microbenchmark performance for STM runtimes, using the RSTM RBTree-256 Benchmark.